Transverse chromatic aberration and colour-defined motion.
A number of recent studies have explored the role of the chromatic system in motion processes using the isoluminance paradigm. A major concern when using such methodological procedures is potential artefacts produced by chromatic aberrations. In the present study we address the problem of optically induced luminance artefacts produced by transverse chromatic aberrations (TCA), which may contaminate the results obtained in chromatic motion-nulling experiments. Results show that different TCA levels artificially increase chromatic motion sensitivity values to varying degrees above 0.5 cpd for red/green gratings. The data also suggest the notion that naturally occurring TCA can decrease motion-nulling thresholds for chromatic gratings at high spatial frequencies. Furthermore, our data show that the motion-nulling paradigm for chromatic gratings may in fact be an efficient functional method for assessing the amount of TCA produced by optical factors.